Designing for healthy living: supporting reflectivity on interactions in healthcare.
The design of an efficient and effective healthcare services is part of the design for healthy living. Contemporary models of health rely on a deeper involvement of the patient in the decision-making through the steps of the health journey. In these methods, the quality of practitioner-patient interaction is central to the successful processes and patient participation. The quality of these interactions and the ability of both medical practitioners and patients to reflect on each session is part of the design strategies for healthy living. Interactions rely on extensive, effective and empowering communication between practitioner and patient. The purpose of this work is to address the recognition of this importance, evidenced from the broad and diverse communication training for practitioners, by enabling the capture of information about the quality of these interactions. Captured information has to be encoded in a way that enables computer reasoning with it, as well as delivered to patients and practitioners in ways that allow quick interpretation from respective sides. We present the mechanics of the development of a visual language and analysis system enabling visual reasoning about the quality of interactions. The visual knowledge representation is designed based on aspects of human movement. Such design is justified from the fact that human possess implicit knowledge about human movement. The paper presents KIA (Kinetic Inter-Acting) encoding system that is the foundation of the visual language and respective visual analysis method. KIA enables both humans and machines to utilise information about how interactions unfold, which is necessary for practitioner-patient interaction. The paper concludes with discussion of KIA approach and technology in terms of the implications for designing for healthy living.